FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Salomon

Advanced Skin 5 Set
From $125.00
Available colours:
Black | Fiery Red

Available sizes:
Small | X Small | Large | X Large

Details

Specifications

If you're a serious long-distance runner who's looking for a
pack that's going to allow train light and unencumbered - then
look no further than the Advanced Skin 5 Set from Salomon.

Snowys Code:

33572

Supplier Code:

C10485 XS

To Fit:

81.5 - 89 cm | Measure @ widest point
of chest

In Use Dimensions:

38L x 20W x 6Hcm

Packed Dimensions:

38L x 20W x 3Hcm

Capacity:

5L

Material:

3D Nylon Air Mesh | Elastic Jersey |
Elastic Mesh

Harness:

Motion Fit Trail | Sensifit

This pack is expertly constructed with high-quality fast
wicking and lightweight fabric for maximum comfort and
features a Sensifit system that conforms to your body to
prevent movement when you're mid-run. The two included
soft bite valve flasks sit in the pockets located at the front of
your chest, which reduces sloshing and enables you to move
your neck down to drink without removing them. You can also
hang a separate 1.5L bladder in this pack as it has an
insulated sleeve - so you can keep both a water and energy
supply handy at all times.
This pack is highly accessible and features a back kangaroo
pocket, a main zipped compartment, and plenty of smaller
ones to keep all your essentials within reach. The form
wrapping design, breathable and comfortable fabrics, and
superb construction of the Advanced Skin 5 Set will take your
training to an entirely new level.
Two 500ml soft flasks that compress as you drink
Back kangaroo pocket, main zipped compartment, chest
stretch pocket, internal pocket, mobile phone pocket, 2 front
stretch pockets, and a zipped side pocket
Fast wicking and lightweight fabrics
Pole holder and whistle included
Sensifit self-adjusting fabric for better fit and stability
Front pockets for soft flasks to reduce bounce
Insulated bladder sleeve and hanging system

Hydration Compatibility: 2 x 500ml Soft Flasks included |
Insulated Pouch for 1.5L Bladder
Included
Sternum Strap:

Soft Twinlink Double Strap

Weight:

0.228 Kg | 0.308 Kg including
Accessories

Suggested Use:

Trail Running | Running

Warranty:

2 Year

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns

Snowys Outdoors

